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f ./ I.' INTRODUCTION

This report describeg collaborative research to examine the nature,
. role, and impact of staf development in an Urbandesegregated school

district. We focis here/on-staff development as -.one,of a potential
array* activitiOs.aimed at improvementof educational' practice and
prospects ,for educational equity in an urban school system with,
substantitifsocioeconomic, racial, and cultural diversity--an urban
school syttem under th additional and profound pressure of court-
ordered desegregation.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE

This study was conducted in a schoOl district' serving the
principal city of aimajor metropolitan area in a western state. 'The
area served by the larticipating school district his an estimated.

,population of apprc:imately 516,000; although the, city has become more
homogeneous in therstiten years as middle - ass families have minted

to suburban communities, the city continues to represent substantial
socioeconomic, racial, and cultural diversity. The city is-roughly 69
percent white or Anglo, 19 percent Spanish-surnamed or Chicano, 10
percent Black or Negio, and 2 percent "other" (including a relatiVely
large number of American Indian and Oriental families). To serve this

population, the public school system maintains ninety-three elementary
schools, eighteen junior high schools, and nine senior high schools, -

.together with an array of wellrestablished alternative school sites.

The single major influence on district schools in the lasg ten
years has been court-ordered desegregation.

Although implementation of desegregation has proceeded relatively
smoothly (i.e., the district has not faced some of the overt, visible,
and sometimes violent difficultiet encountered by other cities),
school personnel report:

I'
. We nave not totally succeeded in creating the kindi of schools
we would..like to have; the potential envisioned has not been

, fully achieved. Continuing problems and concerns about school
.environment,, educational practices, and interpersonal

relations remaireto be addressed (ESAA Plan, December'1978,,
Section 1.. p. 2).

lAll
0

actual names of persons ar>i3$aces have been eliminated or
replaced by pseudonyms in order to preserve. assurances of anonymity.



To manage the requirements of desegregation, and to meet other,
related demands of a- l'rge, urban district, the'district'has directly
conducted or indirectly supported a range of staff development pro-
grams throughout the past ten years. In 1978, a Department of Staff
DdVelopm4nt wap formed. That department has grounded its program on a
mode of delivery that - attempts to take deliberate and systematic
account of the social organizational setting of the school. In
addition to employing the usual range of delivery modes (workshops,
preparation of materials, visiting speakers, and, so forth, the
department has.sought to increase adoption of new practices by
expanding the role of instruction committee representatives, by seeking
staff development liaisons and by working to build teams in schools.
In a brief document, "Instruction Committees as Educational Linkers,"
the Department of.Staff Development registered its intent to cultivate
instruction committees as groups within schools acting as principal
agents of change.

I

III. GUIDANCE FROM PREVIOUS WORK

This study has been informed by two lines of previous,inquiry.First, it continues a line of case study inquiry into.the internal lifeof urban and desegregated schools. And second, it is grounded.in theassumptinns of nrganizational theory (stecifically role theory applied'
.to organizational settings) and in previous studies of organizationalchange in schools. The existing literature on staff development hasbeen selectively reviewed from an organizational change perspective.(See attached reference list).

IV. METHODS

Existing theoretical development and-empirical researci. offeredlittle persuasive ground for the identification of critical variables andfor formulating testable hypotheses. On these grounds, we proposedinquiry that was fundamentally ethnographic and which was aimed at:(1) the production of s fficiently detailed descriptive accounts toserve as the basis for eoreticai speculation and practical reform,(2) formulation of chara teristic dimensions of.school setting andstaff development that c stitute a framework within which guidingquestions may be placed and within which subsequent findings may beinterpreted, and (3) the elaborition and refinement of a matrix ofcentral questions to guide subsequent research and practice.

. -2-
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A. A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH

Throughout the course of this work, CeAter for Action Research
staff have cultivated a set of collaborative arrangements with district

personnel,.with participating schools, and with others to whom this

- inquiry appeared relevant and from whom we could expect to draw

insight and advice. Collaboration had several virtues.

First; it offered some assurance that the connection between
theory and practice would be accommodated at every stage of the work,

and net attempted only as an afterthought upon presentation of

findings. In this respect, collaboration achieved the intersection of

two aims: the advancement of knowledgg and the improvement of practice.

Second, collaboration insured that the interests, questions, and

curiosities that emerged from local experience were represented in the

research design, along with the interests, questions, and curiosities

that have been drawn from the theoretical and empirical literature.

Third, collaboration offered an opportunity for a re.iprocal

working relationship between researchers and practitioners in which

both gained the opportunity for reflection and for unexpected insight

into situational realities.

Thus, while we sought to minimize our instrusion into the time and

resources of the district and to disrupt a5 litt.% as possible the

daily business of education in schools, we argued that both the

practical utility and the overall quality of the research would be

enhanced if Center staff could sustain collaborative work with school

personnel.

9n the evidence, it appears'tliat the contribution that research

makes to school improvement is increased to the degree that schools

'are full partners in the inquiry. In'workilig collaboratively with

schools, however, we faced certain inevitable trade-offs between

expanded influence on the one hand,andtime and resources on the other.

Collaboration extended the time required to design and complete

intendedwork, and added a certain diffuseness atoome stages by

seeking to account for diverse interests and requirements. Still; it

permitted greater depth and specificity ("phenomenological validity"

in Deutscher'a Ilq73] terms). We expect tlat the competing demands

that we faced are of dissimilar to those acid by staff development

teags.



B. SITE SELECTION

The basic underlying interest of this study revolved around the
contribution made by staff development to the success enjoyed by d

w schools in.areas of academic achievement; attendance, program
completion, and community support. The study design called for 4.1'

selection of schools that represented a range of circumstances, both"
with respect to greater or lesser "success" and with respect to 4 1
greater or lesser involvement in staff developMent activity.

One elementary and one secondary school were selected as sites/with.
"high success" and "high involvement" in formal programs or staff
development; from'these schools, we sought insight into staff development's
contribution to school success. One elementary and one secondary school
were chosen as_"high success, row involvement" schools; from these schools
we expected to learn what untapped contributors to success might be
incorporated into future programs of staff development in the district,
and to learn how teachers sustained quality instruction. Finally, one
elementary and one secondary school were selected as "low success, -

high involvement" schools; in these schools, we hoped to learn what
aspecti of the work settinor of the staff development programs had
limited the programs' influence on school success.

C. DATA COLLECTION

1

-In a nineteen week period, interviews were conducted with
fourteen members of the district's central administration, 105 teachers
and fourteen administrators in six schools; observations
were conducted in the classrooms of eighty.teachers, in six staff
development (inservice)meetings, and in the hallways, lunchrooms,
faculty meetings, ldunges, offices', and grounds of the six schools.

Interviews were seinistructured, given,direction and comparability
by an inquiry matrix and discussion guide prepared in the first stages
of the study. In'elementarykschools, interviews were sought with the
buildingprinciRal andsall members of the faculty. In Secondary
schools, where interviewing each member of a large faculty was not
fea4ible, we concentrated on the administrative team anda purposive
sample of teachers. .

D. DATA ANALYSIS

Throughout the analysis, we preserved a careful reliance on
persons! talk i -in interviews and in naturally occurring interaction--

-4-



as the ground for all
interpretation and inference. The availabilityof,and reliahce on these records *of,Actual talk constitutes one checkon the limitations, or biases,Antroduced by researchers' ownperspectives.

,
,

, .,All taped interviews were thereby transcribed in verbatimtranscripts. Relying on teach*s' and administrators/ recorded'statements', we generated a set of summary
descriptive'statements (3190in al1), eacreflecting d praCtice and a set of dyadic role relations(e.g.,, "we lend and borrow materiali"). Summary statements $dprerecorded for each respondent on index cards and

assembledfor.eadhschool in
broad'categories'derived from the inquiry matrix.. .

. %

k, These cards served as the basis for all subsequent description and . '

analysis. Referendes to'original transcripti and field'hotes weremade only to retrieve_the actual quotation from which the summery .ostatement was drawn,.for,purposes of illustration in the text:,, 4.

To convert 4,1argevol1me of recorded,ealk.to a smaller number ofsummary stateme*s, rye rellecrupon four pfinciples of:selection. Thefirst is derived from the analytic and theoret"Cal'framework offerederedby.rble thdoryjand
specifibally Jackson,'196 ; Gross,. Mason andMcEachern-1958; and Kjolseth, 1972). The re fining 6ree.are-drawnr froni,Pittenger,_Hockett and Danehy, and itheir'work in developingW' technic(' s for sociolinguistic'

microanalysis.
r

App ng these four principlesi then, we censtructed for each,school, each: *spondent, and each nominalreference group (teachers,administrators; 'counselors), a finite'set of desCriptive statements.
These detpriptions, in each drthe six schools,, yielded a set of, practices .by which teachers

and administrators in that school defined 4their respective roles and Characterized their approach to "learning.on.the job". The statements further characteriied practices accordingto their relative
freqUencY,,the degree to which persons approved ordisapproved their inclusidn in the work; and their value along certainother dimensions (eg.,-Utility or "practicality"; reciprocity or"professionalism"). TracedacrOss respondents and nominal role groups,they served as the basis_for eitablishing how broadly or narrowly,.f firmly or tenuously
established were.certain practices, i.e., how) central-they were to persons' views of their work. ,Taken as classes of.interaction, they showed the nature and

boundaries of.telchers, andadmiditrators' roles repertoire. And finally, they were the basig-for-examining pointi of continuity
or discontihuity between practices.orxole repertoires envisioned by staff development programs andthose presently approved and enacted iwthe course of daily work inschools.



,This,first stage of analysis was sOmarized in a set of six case
studies.' In a second stage of analysis, fifty-six propositions were
formulated to hypothesize features of/the school as a workplace, and
their bearing on staff development.

sign, conduct nd influence of staffnd
addiitonal twelve proposi-

tions center on the de
21' development programs.2

V. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The commonplace (and commons nse) view that persons learn by
experience is hardly new. Prec sely how and under what, conditions
persons gairi competence and con idence in their work is less clear.
Less'ertaim, too, is the way n which the gains made by individuals
bear upon the broader success f the organizations in which they work.
In talking with teachers and dministrators in sixschools, we sought
insight into the nature and e tent,of "learning on the job," and
into the ways in which organzediprograms of staff development serve
to extend knowledge, skill, e.nd satisfaction.

Two discoveries emerge fkom interviews and conversations; each
gives.rise to a set of propositions intended to guide further
quantitative study and the practical design of staff development
programs.

A. THE SCHOOL, AS WORKPLACE: CHARACTERISTICS CONDUCIVE TO INFLUENTIAL
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

First, the school as a workplace proves extraordinarity powerful.
Without denying differences in individuals' skills, interests,
commitment, curiosity, or persistence, the prevailing pattern of
interactions and interpretations-in each building demonstrably
creates certain possibilities and sets certain limits. Those aspects
of work that appear most consequential are those that are least often
studied, least visible in any clear or systematic way to teachers
(though sometimes the subject of complaints), and least often
addressed in programs of improvement. Most at issue here are the
nature and extent of collegial relationships among teachers and between
faculty and administrators, ani the nature of the stance,adopted
toward preient practice and new ideas. Teachers' vivid portrayals of
the job show how routine work arrangements and daily encounters with
other adults in schools strongly shape expectations for "being a

1
The case studies' form Appdndix,A to the full text of the final

report, (School Success and Staff Development: The Roje_of Staff
Development in Urban Desegregated Schools; Judith Warren Little, 1981).

2
The propositions are developed in chapter two of the full report.

-6-



teacher." Their descriptions led us to characterize schools and
groups within schools by their participation in norms for shared
work (collegiality) and norms for the analysis and evaluation of
practice (experimentation, or continuous improvement).

In their training and throughout their work, many teachers are
taught that good teaching is self-evident, that good teaching can bemastered alone by a kind of trial and error accumulation of
miscellaneous devices which at least get teachers through.the day, andthat teachers can get help (at the risk of their self-respect) byasking others. This vision of teaching as a lonesome enterprise is
powerfully confirmed by teachers' daily experience in many schools.
Persistent expectations about joint work by teachers place stringentlimits both on collegiality and on experimentation, and therefore onthe ability of schools to adapt to changing circumstances and changing
student populations, and on the ability of teachers to improve theirpractice.

We are led from a focus on professional improvement as an individual
enterprise to improvement as a particularly organizational phenomenon.Some 'schools sustain shared expectations (norms) both for extensivecollegial work and for analysis and evaluation of and experimentation
with their practices; continuous improvement is a shared undertakingin their schools, and these'schools are the most adaptable and success-ful of the schools we studied.

From the large array of interactions which we observed and which
could somehdwte called "collegial" in, character, four classes of
interactions appear crucial. School improvement is most surely and
thoroughly achieved when:

Teachers engage in frequent, continuous, and increasingly
',concrete and precise talk about teaching practice (a distinct,

from teacher characteristics and failings, the social lives of
teachers, the foibles and failures of students and their
fam4lies, and the unfortunate demands of society on the 'school).
By such talk, teachers buildup a shared language idequate to
the complexity of teaching, capable of distinguishing one
practice and its virtues from another, and capable of integrating
large bodies of practice inte Ciakinct and sensible perspectives
on the business of teaching: Other things being equal, the
utility of collegi41,work and the rigor of experimentation with
teaching is a difict function of the concreteness, precision, and
coherence of the shared.language.

Teachers and administrators frequently observe each other
teaching, and provide each other with useful (if potentially
frightening) evaluations of their teaching. Only such

-7-



observation and feedbeck can provide shared referents forthe shared language of teaching, and both demand and provide
the precision and concreteness which makes the talk aboutteaching useful.,

Teachers and administrators plan, deeign, research, evaluate,and prepare teaohing materials together. The most prescient
,observations remain academic ("just theory") without themachinery to act on them: By joint work on materials, teachersand administrators share the considerable burden of developmentrequired by long-term improvemedi, confirm their emergingunderstanding of their approach, and make rising standardsfor their work attainable by them and by their students.

Teachers and administrators itriaoh each other the practice ofteaching. In the most adaptable schools, most staff, at onetime or another, on some topic or task, will be permitted and
encouraged to play the role of instructor for others. In thisway, the school makes maximum use of its own resources.

These four types of practices so, clearly distinguish the moresuccessful from the less successful schools, the more adaptable fromthe less adaptable schools, that we have termed them the "criticalpractices of adaptability."

Confining our attention to these four types of practices, othercharacteristics of interaction about teaching tend both to. distinguishthe schools we studied and to help us to understand the requirementsof these practices'and the tactics which help to establish andmaintain them.

In successful and adaptable schools, all four practices occurfrequently and in a variety of places: training sessions,
faculty meetings, grade or department meetings, hallways,
classrooms, and the teachers' lounge. Collegial experimentationis a way of life; it pervades the school. While time for jointwork is always .a problem, time is used very efficiently
because all available times tend to be used.

In successful and adaptable schools, interaction aboutteaching is consciously and steadily focused on practice,
on what teachers do, with what aims, in what situations, withwhat materials, and with what apparent.results.. The focus

c'

on practice makes the interactions more immediately efuland therefore more likely to be sustained. And cru 'ally, afocus on practices as distinct from teachSrs helps t preserveself-respect and eliminate barriers to discussion; the utilityof a practice is thus separated from the competence of a,teacher.

41.jt -8-



In adaptable and successful schools, interactions about
teaching tend to bo inolweive; a largo proportion of thefaculty participates, is part of the group of innovators,
Ilvon where smaller groups explore now options for teaching,they are mindfUl of the consOquoncos for othor staff and
preparo,thoughtfnl strategies for including others pr for
preserving their good will (or at least neutrality).

In adaptable and successful schools, interaction about teachingis described as speaking specifically to the complexities ofthe classroom. The talk is oonorete, "practical." This isnot to say that it is not philosophical or theoretical,because teachers report that interactions which provide a broadperspective on teaching have been moat 4elpful. It is, rather,to say that the philosophy
or theory must always be brought tothe ground of specific actions in, the classroom.

Attainment of interaction which can tie theory to concretepractice is not instant; the cumulative development of a sharedlanguage of teaching becomes crucial here. The more Powerful andfully developed the shared language, the greater the facility withwhich broad perspectives can be applied to specific practices in theclassroom. Observation becomes critical, and a willingness toobserve and be observed in a useful,' critical fashion is not builtinstantly.

In successful and adaptable schools, interactions aboutteaching are seen as reoiprooal, even when they involve
persons of different ftatus (principal versus teacher) or
different function ,Istaff development, consultant versusteacher). In part, reciprocity means an equality of effortby the parties involved. In part, reciprocity means anequality of at least an exchange of benefits. In part,
reciprocity means equal humility in the face of the complexityof the task, and of the limits of one's' own understanding.
But crucially, reciprocity means deferenoe,a cannelof
acting and speaking which demonstrates an understanding thatan evaluation of one's practices is very near to an evaluationof one's competence, and which demonstrates great care in
distinguishing the two and focusing on the first.

41,

In successful and adaptable schools, collegiality and
experimentation are made reZevant to, an integral part of,the occupation and career of teaching. Teacher evaluations,access to resources, release time and other perquisites areclearly tied to collegial participation in the improvementof practice.



The status of an actor, both ascribed, e.g., position, and
achieved (a reputation as a master teacher) tends to limit
the rights of the actor to initiate and to participate in
collegial eiperimentlition. N In some schools, such rights are
limited to principals; department chairs, and some influential
teachers. In the more successful and adaptable schools,
rights to initiate and participate are more widely distributed,\
rely less on formal position, and are varibbli by situation.
The gieenest teacher who just happens to have taken a course
of interest to other faculty is more free to initiate,

'participate in, and even lead some collegial work in that
situation. .

J-

At any given time, actors' technical skills and knowledge
tend to limit their latitude to initiate, participate in,
or lead collegial work. Particularly where a faculty has

established a direction and developed An approach-and a
language, teachers who have not shared in the prior developments
find the "ante" too high; however,' these persons can and have
been brought up to-speed where specific arrangements are made
to provide support and to find joy and virtue in steps which,
the older hands attained much earlier. On the whole, we.are
inclined to see technical skill more as a consequence of,
rether,than as a precondition for, collegial, experimentation
in'this sense: in the absence of the other social
characteristics of interaction, technical skill will not
produce adaptability,.butithere the social requirements of
adaptation are met, technical skill can be increased

.9
progressively.

\\

Finally, in successful and adaptable'schools, the staff have
learned social or "role" skills. Playing teacher to students
is different from playing teacher to a teacher. Daily
interaction with students in a classroom is not preparation

!moreproviding

a useful classroom observation for an older,
lmore experienced, and higher status teacher.

.

The crucial matter of deference- -the behavioral and linguistic

dis inction of practices from persons and their competence--
Rartifularly requires role-taking skill. The younger and less
experienced teacher providing an observation and critique for an
older, more experienced teacher may find ,a couple of items on which
useful comments might be provided. If the younger teacher acts as one
acts toward students, we might expect, at the very least, that the

useful comments'will not be heard by the older teacher. There is a

very limited, deferential role of "consultant" which the younger
teacher might play, by asking a question about the observed practice.

'rather than making a statement about it.

-10-
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Such role-taking is not a universal skill. Rather, it tends tobe learned where it is defined and required as a condition of
collegial work. And in general, the skill is teachable.

Systematic attention to the preceding characteristics andrequirements of collegial experimentation both distinguish schools weobserved and will, kt appears, increase the chances for building anadaptable and successful school.&

By virtue first of office and then of performance, principals arein a unique position to establish and maintain the important norms ofcollegiality and experimentation, and to promote and foster thecritical pratticces of talk about practice, observation of practice,joint wor on iiierials, and teaching each other about teaching.Other ch acpristics'of principals and of the situation aside, our
observations, indicate that. principals can promote those norms andpractices primarily by:

Announcing and describing them, particularly at important
occasions such as the first staff meeting at the beginning of
a year, then frequently and on variouv occasions thereafter
to confirm and specify the desired interactions among teachers.The principal must imagine the desired behavior-, then describeit concretely as the principal's expectations for life in theschool.

Modeling or enacting the desired behavior, by. asking staff
for evaluation of the principal's performance, by proVidinguseful, concrete observations of classes, by seeing out
teachers to talk about practice, by contributing to the
preparation of materials, by giving timehile asking for time.

By sanctioning the announced and modeled behavior, in the
allocation of resources such as released time, in required
or formal evaluations of teacher performance, by visible and
public piaise for collegial or experimental efforts, by
tolerating and absorbing inevitable failures encountered in
experimentation, and so on.

By defending the norms thus established from .countermovementswithin the school and from impositions from outside the school,
from parents; the.district, and others. Courage is likely to
be crucial to this defense. Equally important, and more
malleable, is skill in translation and reconciliation which
deflects some blows, softens others, and negates yet others
by finding commonalities of interest and intent among
presumably opposing demands.

14



It appears that these steps of announcing and describing desired
practices, modeling them, sanctioning them, and defending them are
all to a great extent learnable skills;'attention to them will be of
great assistance to principals. In sum, two norms appear critical to
school success and bear in important ways on the role and influence
of staff development.

1. Expectations for Shared Work: A NO= of Collegiality

These are expectations for teachers as colleagues. One of the
principal ways in which teachers characterize the buildings in which

)h,they work is by whether the faculty is "close" and by whether teachers
routinely "work's together." The' variations on these themes are
considerable. Expectations for shared discussion and shared work
distinguish one building from another; some buildings are reportedly
(and obsirvable) more "collegial" than others. "Work together" is
most usef(plly elaborated as an array of specific interactions by which
teachers ddscuss, plan for, design, conduct, analyze, evaluate, and
experiment with the business of teaching.

Pro the extent that school situations foster teachers' recourse to
others' knowledge and experience; and to shared work and discussion,
teachers are likely to favor some participation in staff development;
to the extent that' they foster a belief that there is nothing to learn
from others or that each teacher must pursue his independent course,
staff development will hold little appeal.

Staff development appears to have grpatest prospects for
.influence where there is a prevailing norm of collegiality. In each
of six schools., we looked to teachers' accounts of daily work and
involvement in learning on the job to reveal the nature of norms of
collegiality.

2. Expectations for Analysis, Evaluation, and Experimentation:
A Norm of Continuous Improvement

These are expectations about the business of teaching. By the
nature of the talk'they hear, the advice they are given, the meetings
the witness, and'the appraisals they receive, teachers learn a stance
toward classroom practice. They learn either to pursue the
connections between teaching and learning with aggressive curiosity and
healthy skepticism. or to take as self-evidently effective those_
tactics that appear to sustain some measure of interest, achievement,
and decorum among a reasonably-large number of students.

To the extent that teachers believe "learning on the job" to be
the exclusive task of the beginning teacher, they are unlikely, to view
staff development as an integral part Of work in schools, i.e. a
feature of the work 'hat bears equally on everybody. To the extent

-12-
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that teachers view
improvements in knowledge

and practice as never
ending, They may value staff development and place

increasingly
stringent and

sophisticated demands on the nature and quality of
assistance. Where analysis, evaluation, and

experimentation are
treated as tools of the profession, designed to make work better
(and easier), and where suc4 work is properly the work of the teacher,

teachers can be expected
to look to staff

development to help provoke,
questions, organize analysis,

generate evidence
of,progress, and

design differences in approach:

The relative
power of these

competing views of practice is
particularly at issue in

desegregating schools, where persons are
asked-to recast their,shared aims (e.g.,'hy

adding goals' of equity
to goals of academic

achievement),'te judge the adequaty of ,their
classroom'praOtices by)Sw criteria

by effects,on
intergroup

relitioni asewell-as by effectSon
cognitive

understanding), and to do
both of these while living in the fishbowl of a large-scale social
experiment.

In sum, staff development appears to have greatest prospects for
...influence where there is a prevailing norm of analysis, evaluation,
and-erperimentation--a norm that may be

unsppported, by personi'
actual

experiences in. learning to manage new and unfaelliat
circumstances and that (in teachers'

eyes) calls for a stability and a
security that are in 'iliert supply as schools

integrate.
To this point, we have tried to describe and analyze

characteristics

of adaptable
schools. For us, then the probable

effectiveness of staff
development is a function of its attention to those

characteristics;
Staff deVelopment will be more effective to the degree it

accommodates,

builds on, stimulates, and nourishes.the norms of
collegiality and

experimentation-and the critical
practices of talk, Observation, joint,

work on
materials, and

teaching each other to teach.

B.
CHARACTERISTICS OF INFLUENTIAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Staff development programs prove

differentially powerful in
Lnfluencing teachers,

expectations for student
performance, their

perspective on teaching and learning,, or their actual classroom
Tactic..

-Programeinfluencein these substantive arenas appears tied
n lirge degree to thei7 relative success in accounting for, building
n, or altering

the prevailing work
relationships in a school. We

ave concentrated
on revealimg,those

features of staff development
at teachers

andadministratOrs credit with
influence.

.
Staff development activities seen by teachers.

as most useful and
Iluential are described as collaborations

between staff-
development

rsonnel and a school, not something
which staff

development does to

-13-



the school but something they do together, each playing a part.

Collaborative arrangements confirm that collegial experimentation
is relevant to teaching as an occupation and as a career. Individual

requirements and aims, district requirements and aims and realities of

work at the building; level are more readily reconciled and dealt with

affirmatively when a partnership is negotiated.
. .

Collaboration provides the opportunity to build the shared
language of teaching not only-among teachers'in the school, but also

among staff developers and teachers. Aims, Approach, requirements,
reciprocal expectations--all are made clearer. More substantial

commitments from school staff are possible.

In, collaborative work between ataff'developers and schools,'

necessary reciprocity mRy_be-eXtablished bettEeen staff,developers with

heir . "book learning" and teachers with their "experieqce.!' / .

VParticaarlysi,,by.inViting; 11,1;01laboratiostaff develOpet41-are then

able to.modetcollegiality ind eximilmentation, as'one.of seVeral

partners in a team. The crucial matter of deferenae can 'bedispinye4,

practiced, and perfected.

Effective staff development activities foster collective

participation of the staff in a school. Teachers are not seen as
individuals who.are drawn out,.changed, and put hack, but are seen as

members of an organization, whose adoption of innovations depends' on

the .characteristics of the organization, and whose knowledge as

membersof that organization can be turned to creating(theconditions
under which all staff in the school will progress as they work

together...It is important that school staff attend training as
groups, even more impoItant that they implement as, grOups,

strengthening their collegial and, experimental practices even as they

adopt a speCific new practice.

Recognition of-the 'importance of the school.as a workplace and of

the needs for collaboration' and collective work among staff deVelopers

and school staffs has led the staff development department in the

schol district we observed to rely less on 'one-shot training sessions

and to rely increasingly on more frequent interactions of longer

duration, in order to support rogreevaive attainment of skill, and

collegial york.

Attempting to provide assistance more frequently add, over ,a longer

duration has stretched the resources of that department. Thisresouroe

problem has led them to seek ways to cultivate the norms and practices

of adaptability ineschools at'a substitute for theie own direct efforts

in schools. To the degree that staff developers can refine strategies

for creating "self-assesing" and adaptable schools,,they can introduce

schools to new options for teaching with greater.assurance that the

-14-



schools will be able to make the most'of those options using their

internal resources.

In short, staff development becomes less a question of development'

of individual teachers anermorp a question of organizational change.

By concentrating on the requirements ard tactics of adaptability, both
school staffs and'staff developers can make the most of the considerable
resources, they do have.for getting better at teachiag.

,

The demonstrable power 4of, schools to build and sustain
.expectations for teachers' 'work with others and teachers' view of
clissroom practice conflims our view of staff, development as a matter

of erg= izational change. By celebrating the place of norms of

. colle ity and experimentation in accounting for receptivity to

sta lopment, we place the matter of receptivity, to staff'
development squarely in an analysis of organizational settinj: the

s

school as workplace. 'f
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